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Introductory Comments 

This report should be read in conjunction with the reports on 7711/2A/2B and NEA, along with the 
mark schemes for those components. Reports on the components for the closely related AS 
specification might also prove useful. 
 
It was evident from the marking of all three components that the historicist philosophy of the 
specification is positively embraced for providing clarity and coherence. Historicism sees texts not 
in isolation but as products of their time. As such, it encourages the exploration of the relationship 
between texts and the contexts in which they are written, received and understood. Key to the 
engagement with a historicist approach is the focus on a shared context. In Component 1 this is 
the diachronic context of Love through the ages. In Component 2, it is the synchronic context of 
either WW1 and its Aftermath or Modern Times. In Component 3, it is the idea of ‘texts across time’ 
which allows for a diachronic or a synchronic approach with a chosen focus.  
 
Importantly, this specification aims to encourage confident, independent readers who are able to 
‘make meaning’ through both close textual analysis and a wider understanding of the contexts that 
might inform their literary study. Students are encouraged to pursue clear, authentic arguments 
with conviction. 
 
Such responses are best rewarded by the holistic marking of five assessment objectives using a 
25-mark scale divided into five bands. The holistic use of assessment objectives allows for a 
flexible mark scheme which aims to encourage independent work not limited by formulaic 
constraints. Holistic marking enables responses to be assessed as organic whole texts in 
themselves. Assessment objectives are not tracked in the marking or reported on separately in 
summative comments. This enables the genuine inter-relatedness of assessment objectives to be 
respected. 
 
The advice to students is to concentrate on answering the question set and to be mindful of how 
they express their responses.  
 
Component 1: Love through the ages 

Students tended to do well when they: 
 

• knew their set texts well in overview and in detail 
• recognised that drama, poetry and prose texts are distinct genres each with their own 

methods and terminology 
• appreciated each text as a construct of the author open to different interpretations  
• understood that attitudes change over time, and these changes are apparent from the 

texts themselves and from the ways in which they have been and continue to be interpreted  
• saw connections between texts as aspects of typicality within a shared context of the 

literature of love 
• spent appropriate time reading and planning, devoting adequate time to Section B on 

unseen poetry. 

Students did less well when they: 
 

• ‘bolted on’ contextual knowledge, rather than finding relevant contextual references within 
the text 
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• balanced the given view with a counter-argument out of a sense of obligation rather than 
authentic conviction 

• made explicit connections to other texts when not required by the question, out of a sense 
of obligation rather than to illuminate meaning 

• made erroneous sweeping statements about historical context 
• misread the extract or texts reproduced on the examination paper. 

These findings suggest that students were well prepared for the academic and practical demands 
of the paper and that the paper made reasonable expectations of students. Close reading is an 
obvious discriminator when assessing the Shakespeare extract in Section A and the poems in 
Section B.  
 
A properly assimilated historicist approach involves more than simply using a lot of historical 
context. Knowledge about historical context was best applied to make precise and specific 
observations that were relevant and that illuminated the question. This was more creditable than 
sweeping statements. 
 
There were two clear observations to be made on the use of critical contexts. First, references to 
Marxist, feminist and psychoanalytical criticism sharpened responses when it was applied 
specifically to one aspect of a text or question. However, when each of the stances was rehearsed 
by mechanical rote then the discussion became generalised and was at the expense of looking 
closely at the text. Second, where specific named critics were referenced, this often focused the 
argument in a helpful way. On the other hand, students who led with their own considered and 
informed critical opinions often came across as impressively independent readers not afraid to take 
up a clear stance on the question. 
 
To engage with texts in detail involves analytical scrutiny of methods. However, examiners 
reported a tendency to give too much significance to punctuation and to literary techniques such as 
line length, enjambement and the use of cesurae. Punctuation etc might be part of a larger 
discussion about methods as a means of conveying meaning, but it is unhelpful when responses 
treat these features as the primary focus and as ends in themselves. Whatever methods were 
under discussion, analysis worked best when responses linked methods to meanings and 
explained the rationale, rather than relying on assertions about the possible effects of methods. 
 
At three hours, this is a long and demanding examination. This resulted in some lengthy answers. 
Some responses were excessively long, sometimes over several answer booklets/additional 
pages. Students would have benefitted more from careful reading, planning and taking due time to 
compose well-crafted responses rather than hurrying to write longer answers. Examiners often 
reflected on how much the success of answers came down to careful and judicious choices, and 
appropriate time and reasoning should be spent on these. The most effective scripts were those 
from students who wrote selectively and succinctly to answer the questions within the confines of 
twelve pages.  
 
Section A: Shakespeare 

All four questions share a common approach and structure. Students are presented with a given 
critical view followed by the instruction to discuss Shakespeare’s presentation in the extract and 
the wider play in the light of this view. Genre awareness is always a discriminator but it is often 
most noticeable when students can consider play texts as drama. Relevant references to specific 
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productions and the history of a play’s staging often proved illuminating where they were closely 
linked to the extract or some other aspect of the play relevant to the question.  
 
Examiners reported many excellent responses on all four plays again this year. The balance 
between extract and elsewhere in the play was well handled, and context was successfully 
integrated in more cases than in previous years.  
 
However, there is still a tendency for some responses to make sweeping comments, particularly 
about the role of women in Elizabethan or Jacobean society. For example, when discussing 
patriarchal attitudes, it is not true to say that all women of the time would be treated in the same 
way and have a comparable quality of life. Similarly, it is too simple to assume that an Elizabethan 
or Jacobean audience would be ‘shocked’ to see atypical representations. 
 
Question 1: Othello 

Othello continues to be by far the most popular text. Most responses had no difficulty in engaging 
with the characters of Brabantio and Roderigo and their attitudes towards Desdemona. Many took 
the approach of arguing that these two characters are typical of the patriarchy of the play in their 
tendency to objectify Desdemona and want to ‘own’ and use her for their own ends. Justifiably, this 
led to discussion of misogynistic attitudes amongst the male characters in the play. The most 
effective responses kept the specific focus on the extract and the specific demands of the question.  
 
The extract needed close attention. For example, responses explored Brabantio’s broken and 
exclamatory language which conveys his strong feelings of shock and panic. Meanwhile, Roderigo 
goes to extravagant lengths to try and impress Brabantio and exaggerate the threat of Othello to 
Desdemona. Brabantio’s time on stage is limited to this act, whilst Roderigo appears more 
frequently as he becomes increasingly important to Iago’s plans.  
 
Both Brabantio and Roderigo are key to the play. Brabantio is key in the sense that his attitude to 
Desdemona here shows the view that she has a transgressive relationship with Othello. Roderigo 
is key in the sense that he is crucial in Iago’s plot to bring down Othello, and he also represents a 
potentially acceptable suitor to Desdemona in preference to a controversial figure like Othello. 
Brabantio’s view is that Desdemona’s loyalty to Othello is ‘treason’ to him, the family and, by 
implication, the Venetian state. Iago’s presence and role in the scene is important because it 
confirms the status of Brabantio and particularly Roderigo as pawns in a lethal game, although the 
irony is that Iago claims here to not want to get too involved.  
 
At the heart of the question is a debate about how and where love features in the priorities of these 
characters who appear to be motivated by love for Desdemona. The subjects of genuine love and 
the nature of love are central to the play and to the shared context. Responses were often keen to 
discuss the interaction between these characters in the context of the wider play, and this was fine 
where focus on the question was maintained. Given how early in the play the extract appears, 
there was a whole range of different possibilities for wider play cross-reference.  These include 
other scenes involving Brabantio in Act One, other scenes across the play involving Roderigo and 
Iago, other scenes about attitudes to Desdemona, and the reporting of Brabantio’s death. 
Examiners reported that in the more confident responses, context was dealt with accurately and 
effectively. 
 
Where there were problems, responses tended to involve neglecting or ignoring the extract and the 
focus of the question in favour of discussing Iago’s wider role in the play, or the idea of Othello as 
an outsider. Less confident responses tended to offload unassimilated context. Sometimes 
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students who wanted to discuss Brabantio’s suspicions about Othello’s use of witchcraft went 
outside the extract, apparently missing Brabantio’s reference here to ‘…charms by which the 
property of youth and maidhood may be abused’. This suggests that, in these cases, the extract 
was not read and understood closely. 
 
Discussion of the wider play as tragedy enabled typicality to be addressed. More successful 
responses only used Aristotelian terminology such as ‘hamartia’, ‘hubris’, ‘peripeteia’, ‘anagorisis’ 
and ‘catharsis’ where relevant. If such terms are to be used, it is important to engage with them as 
literary concepts, rather than using them as mere labels. They are often used across the 
specification as a means of trying to engage with narrative and structure but, when used 
inappropriately, they are unhelpful and incongruous. They are best used in the context of tragic 
protagonists. In this case it was not appropriate to apply them directly to Brabantio, Roderigo, Iago 
or Desdemona. 
 
Question 2: The Taming of the Shrew 

There were fewer responses to this question but The Taming of the Shrew is the second most 
popular text. This question focused on the taming process and the debate about to what extent it 
involves bullying and coercion. Students had few problems in engaging with this extract as one of a 
series of scenes where Petruchio tries to assert power and control over Katherina as a kind of 
farcical humiliation game. Such scenes enabled students to see the play as physical drama rather 
than just verse for the page. There were effective responses that were able to visualise what was 
going on and link textual detail to dramatic action.  
 
Application of historical context allowed students to engage with ideas about the patriarchy of the 
time and what was expected from the behaviour of husbands and wives. Good historicist 
approaches looked at how attitudes to relationships between men and women have changed over 
time. There were many who accepted the given view, saw the worst in Petruchio and set about 
exposing the horrors of his cruel behaviour. Earnest responses often commented on present day 
discomfort with the idea of a husband choosing and controlling even what a wife should wear.  
 
There were fewer counter-arguments suggesting that the comedic genre and the artificiality of the 
Induction as a framing device both ‘alienate’ the audience and stress the artificiality of the drama, 
including scenes like this. Such methods, it could be argued, provide an excuse for seeing 
otherwise cruel and objectionable behaviour as also comic.  
 
As in similar scenes from the taming process, Katherina fights against such plans and for the right 
to do as she pleases, but Petruchio finds the means to wear her down. Petruchio’s exuberant 
insults for each dressmaking feature carry much of the comedy where he plays the role of 
impossible client dealing with the incompetent stock characters of Tailor and Haberdasher. 
Meanwhile, Katherina is trapped in between as the wife who wants suitably fine clothes. The 
comedy also relies on Katerina’s outraged responses to Petruchio’s act. Most were able to 
understand this as a comedic trope and at least began an exploration of Petruchio’s use of 
rhetorical language.  
 
More confident responses also acknowledged the importance of Hortensio and Grumio as comic 
commentators on the process. Points of cross-reference were chosen from various points in the 
taming narrative, through to Katherina’s final speech. Examiners also reported that there was some 
unhelpfully generalised context. They noted that the Tailor’s words were neglected, and that, on 
the whole, responses on this play did not deal with ‘elsewhere in the play’ as clearly or specifically 
as those writing on the other plays. 
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Question 3: Measure for Measure 

There were fewer responses to this text, but they were often engaged. Students of this play often 
want to discuss the ‘bed trick’, and this was an opportunity to do so with relevance. The given view 
invited students to consider the extent to which deceit is compatible with loving relationships, of 
whatever kind. This view potentially undermines the love pairings that will follow at the end of the 
play. Students appreciated the various layers of deception at work at this point in the play and how 
the extract brings together key players in a complex network of intrigue.  
 
Most who attempted this question avoided narrative responses. They could see a conflict between 
deception and love, particularly for the direct participants in the ‘bed trick’, and engaged with this 
idea at some level. It was appropriate to evaluate how far the various deceptions affect audience 
sympathies for the characters, as well as the extent to which the moral dilemmas that ensue are 
resolved by the end of the play. As the ‘bed trick’ is orchestrated by the Duke, some students were 
keen to discuss the ambiguities and complexities of his strategies. For cross-reference, a variety of 
possibilities were pursued from the various narratives, such the Duke’s disguise, Angelo’s attempt 
to seduce Isabella, Mariana’s story, etc. 
 
Question 4: The Winter’s Tale 

There were fewer responses to this text but they were often of high quality. The given view and 
extract enabled students to write about the different ways in which Paulina’s anger and Leontes’ 
remorse express their love for Hermione from the depths of loss. An extended speech from 
Leontes and two from Paulina provided rich material for analysis of the ways in which poetic 
technique captures strong and poignant feelings.  
 
The ways in which blank verse can accommodate extremely strong feelings proved a relevant 
source of analysis. Techniques such as the apostrophe, exclamations, dashes to indicate broken 
patterns of thought, cesurae, enjambement, etc, are all used within Shakespeare’s blank verse to 
communicate powerful emotions. In exploring the extract further, students were able to consider 
Leontes’ expression of remorse in the light of his earlier behaviour and his own conclusion that 
‘Apollo’s angry’. The given view itself encouraged students to look across the play and evaluate the 
extract in the light of other expressions of love in order to gauge the intensity of feelings in the 
extract.  
 
Students tended to look at other similar aspects of the Hermione narrative in the first three acts 
and expressions of sympathy for her, for Mamillius and for the baby Perdita. Students also 
referenced later scenes such as the love scenes between Florizel and Perdita, and the restitution 
of Hermione at the end of the play. Examiners reported that there were some excellent 
examinations of the complexities of Leontes’ presentation and some very thoughtful reflections on 
pain and loss. 
 
Summary 

More successful Shakespeare responses: 
 

• answered the question set 
• kept their focus on the details of the extract  
• looked at the whole extract in detail with relevant reference to the presentation of aspects of 

love and the key words of the given view 
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• sustained focus on Shakespeare as a verse dramatist and his dramatic and poetic methods 
• explored interpretation, i.e. agreed with, disagreed with or debated the given view  
• scrutinised the key words of the given view and used them to shape their answer 
• considered ‘elsewhere in the play’ by selecting relevant detailed references 
• made considered and accurate use of contextual factors arising out of the text 
• showed awareness and understanding of the typicality of the literature of love. 

Less successful Shakespeare responses: 
 

• evaded the question set  
• neglected the details of the extract 
• made sparse use of the extract or neglected a substantial section of it 
• neglected the given critical interpretation 
• wrote about the characters as though they were real people 
• described the extract in narrative terms 
• offered a ‘translation’ of the extract 
• made little or no reference to Shakespeare or his dramatic/poetic methods 
• neglected ‘elsewhere’ or referred to it in general or sweeping terms 
• made inaccurate or sweeping assertions about context 
• appeared to be answering a different question. 

Section B: Unseen Poetry 

This compulsory question follows the typical frame of giving a critical view and a specific question 
focus. Students are prepared by studying their set texts within the shared context of Love through 
the ages and particularly by the teaching of the chosen AQA poetry anthology.  
 
This question is worth the same as the other two questions on taught texts, so it is vitally important 
that students give this question adequate attention in terms of reading, planning and composing. 
Poems are chosen to give a balance between accessibility and challenge appropriate to A-level. 
The poems give students sufficient subject matter and methods with which to engage, and they are 
sufficiently similar to enable comparison as well as contrast. Therefore, it is of fundamental 
importance that students select relevant points and support them appropriately rather than 
attempting to deal with everything. This question is a challenge in that these are untaught texts and 
minimal context is provided. However, the top priorities in setting Section B questions is that the 
pairing works, and is likely to engage A-level students. Whatever the historical contexts of the 
poems, the gender of the poets or the specific subject matter, it should be possible for students to 
set up a meaningful comparison so as to answer the question. 
 
Question 5 

The question focused on the extent to which maternal love is evident in two poems where the 
narrators address their respective children about their maternal feelings before and after birth.  
 
The majority of students appeared to enjoy both poems and the nature of the question. Examiners 
commented on how accessible the texts had proved and that the question led to some helpfully 
focused responses. Examiners also noted that there were fewer examples of feature-spotting than 
in previous years. In Audre Lorde’s poem, the narrator’s exuberance about pregnancy, childbirth 
and her daughter’s identity was met with enthusiasm. Lorde’s use of natural imagery was well and 
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widely explored. Similarly, good use was made of the narrator’s almost industrial imagery to 
describe the power of her labour as an act of creation.  
 
On the whole, students also did well with the ironic title and the very last line. All students were 
quick to notice the differences with Stevenson’s poem. It is such an apparently atypical 
examination of maternal feelings that students wanted to express their shock at the attitudes and 
the imagery of the poem. Some saw all of the narrator’s ways of insulting her child as more of the 
same, many noting the dark humour of the insults. The insect imagery was well explored by most 
students. There were also some subtle arguments that saw ‘small son’ as something different, a 
late recognition of her son’s vulnerability and evidence of her love. Such arguments suggested that 
there is more to the narrator’s feelings than the initial premise might suggest and formed the basis 
for interesting counters to the given view.  
 
The majority of students were able to engage with the various ironic interpretations of Stevenson’s 
title. Many saw it as an extension of the battle/war imagery in the poem and an expression of 
resentment against the son who has ‘beaten’ her. Others saw it in the light of counter-arguments 
about the victory of love over the narrator’s initial responses.  
 
There was much to say about differences in structure, particularly verse form. Most recognised 
Lorde’s poem as free verse in contrast to the shorter, regular lyric form of Stevenson’s poem. 
Attempts to link these observations to meaning were more successful than usual. However, some 
responses spent time identifying metrical rhythm and rhymes schemes for no apparent purpose or 
as part of asserted links to meaning which were not explained. There were some responses which 
made directionless comments about line length and structure. This was notable particularly on the 
Lorde poem, where some mistakenly saw the second stanza as a sonnet. There was some 
unhelpful discussion of abortion laws and post-partum depression that was not properly explained, 
or linked to the poems in an unconvincing way. It was also unhelpful to read speculation about 
what Marxist, feminist or psychoanalytical critics might each make of the poems. 
 
Those who tried to explore the significance of the time context correctly noted that poems from 
broadly the same period can have different views of the same subject depending on the 
personalities, attitudes and individual contexts of the poets. There were some interesting 
discussions about changing attitudes to motherhood in an era of feminist activism and reform. 
However, some misread the biographical dates to make assertions about writing in the context of 
the 1930s. 
 
Modernism and Post-Modernism 

There is an ongoing problem with misunderstandings of the terms ‘modernism’ and ‘post-
modernism’, which also manifests itself in Section C, on Paper 2 and sometimes in NEA. However, 
this year it was a particular problem in this section.  
 
These terms do not refer to specific time periods. There is no such thing as a defined period where 
texts are modernist/demonstrate modernism by virtue of when they were written. Likewise, there is 
no such thing as a post-modern period. These terms describe experimental aspects of literary 
methods. Both terms refer to forms of literary experimentation and theory.  
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Summary 
 
More successful poetry responses: 
 

• looked in each case at the whole poems with the given view/question focus in mind 
• sustained a comparative approach of some kind 
• supported relevant readings with specific textual details 
• analysed the poets’ methods by linking them to meaning, in a tentative fashion where 

necessary 
• analysed the presentation of the speakers as constructs 
• applied context in a considered way, again being suitably tentative rather than assertively 

definitive 
• showed awareness of typicality in the literature of love. 

Less successful poetry responses: 
 

• worked through the poems in a narrative/descriptive manner, often losing sight of the 
specific question and its key words 

• left ideas undeveloped and unsupported 
• asserted interpretations 
• confused the speaker with the poet 
• described methods such as rhyme and metre with no reference to meaning, or simply 

asserted a link to meaning  
• labelled methods inaccurately 
• made sweeping, simplistic or inaccurate statements about context 
• gave undue weight to the significance of punctuation and/or literary methods to do with 

verse form. 

Section C: Comparing Texts 

In this section, students have a choice of question comparing a prose text and one of the AQA 
poetry anthologies, with the restriction that at least one text is written pre-1900. The initial 
command of ‘compare how’, followed by a focus on an aspect of presentation, encodes all the 
assessment objectives but without making a given view explicit. Students are challenged to 
compare a novel, sometimes of substantial length, with poems selected from a comparatively brief 
anthology.  
 
Whereas sufficient relevant coverage of both texts is required, it is acknowledged that responses 
may not be equally balanced between the two texts. Given that the questions must allow for 
various different text combinations, they are by their nature generic and require students to select 
relevant material across two diverse texts. The nature of the links established is crucial to the 
success of a response. However enthusiastic students are to demonstrate their knowledge and 
understanding of the novel, they need to avoid too much exposition and narrative. Such an 
approach often takes the student away from the question and away from analysing the author at 
work. 
 
Across the two questions some preferences emerged. More students study the pre-1900 than 
post-1900 poetry. By far the most studied novel was The Great Gatsby and a full range of 
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responses were seen on this text. Wuthering Heights, Jane Eyre, Tess of the D’Urbervilles, 
Rebecca and Atonement also featured strongly and produced some excellent work. More 
responses were seen this year on The Awakening and A Room with a View. Persuasion and The 
Go-Between have a relatively small following. 
 
Again, both questions yielded some very long responses. However, examiners often reported that 
the most effective responses were succinct, selective and very specifically focused on the precise 
question. Examiners also reported that responses sometimes appeared to be answering another 
question (a question from last year’s paper, the Sample Assessment Materials or a practice 
question set by the centre) or shaping this year’s question to fit a previously written response. 
 
The two questions were both popular, but more students wrote about Question 7. Examiners 
reported that it was striking how much the success of an answer depended upon the choices 
made. Many made judicious choices and their arguments developed fluently. Perhaps the most 
crucial choice was which poems to include. Many students made their task harder by choosing 
poems that did not lend themselves to the chosen question focus. The two topics this year were 
distinctly different from one another so students had a good opportunity to match a question with 
their novel and then choose poems accordingly.  
 
Question 6 

The question focused on the effects of time on relationships, and this lent itself to different lines of 
enquiry. This question was a particularly good choice for those whose novels involved lovers 
separated over time, such as in The Great Gatsby, Jane Eyre, Wuthering Heights, Tess of the 
D’Urbervilles, Atonement, etc. These students were able to assess how separation affected 
attitudes.  
 
Similarly, this question worked well for novels where the past looms large over the present, such 
as the ways in which Maxim’s previous relationship haunts Rebecca or the way George and Lucy’s 
kiss in Italy comes to shape their love-lives back in England in A Room with a View. There was a 
lot of discussion about lovers being hampered by social conventions (see Question 7) of a 
particular time period, and not just for novels set in the Regency or Victorian periods. A Room with 
a View and Atonement, for example, prompted some engaged discussion about relationships 
across the class and conformity divides.  
 
These aspects of time also affected choices of poetry, opening up a whole range of possibilities to 
match the novel and the question. In both anthologies certain poems came readily to mind. In the 
pre-1900 Anthology ‘To His Coy Mistress’ makes an explicit feature of time, as does ‘Sonnet 116’, 
‘At an Inn’ and ‘Non Sum Qualis Eram Bonae sub Regno Cynarae’. In the post-1900 Anthology 
there are also several poems that specifically foreground time: ‘Timer’, ‘Meeting Point’, ‘Wild Oats’, 
One Flesh’, etc. From both anthologies, any poems about change, parting or unsuccessful love 
affairs tended to work for this question. Examiners reported that there were some responses which 
did not establish a clear focus on the question, dealing with relationships over time rather than the 
impact of time on relationships. 
 
Question 7 

The question focused on the effect of social conventions and society on love relationships. 
Students could either take the closer focus of ‘the conventions of society’ from the quotation, or the 
broader reference to ‘the societies they live’ in the main command stem of the question, to focus 
their responses. Where ‘the conventions of society’ were in sharp focus it was important to specify 
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the conventions concerned and how they manifest themselves. Similarly, taking the other 
approach, clarity was needed on what aspects of society create conflict and how.  
 
Common subjects for discussion were issues around the etiquette/expectations of courtship and 
seduction, marrying someone from the same class or wealth bracket, severing ties with previous 
partners through divorce or separation and social/moral/religious taboos, such as infidelity. Novels 
set in the Regency, Victorian and Edwardian periods often offered suitable material. However, 
despite its time setting later in the twentieth century, Atonement depicts a middle-class world of 
fixed conventions and expectations where a love affair features as a transgressive act. 
Comparable situations could be said to prevail in The Go-Between, Jane Eyre and Wuthering 
Heights. Similarly, novels such as The Awakening present a very specific setting: middle class 
Creole inhabitants of late nineteenth century New Orleans, again with an elaborate code of 
conventions associated with the American South that stifle individuality and the pursuit of love.  
 
Poems from the pre-1900 Anthology that were often used successfully for this question included 
‘Who so list to hount I knowe where there is an hynde’, ‘Non Sum Qualis Eram Bonae sub Regno 
Cynarae’, ‘The Flea’, ‘To His Coy Mistress’, ‘Absent from Thee’, ‘The Scrutiny’, ‘The Garden of 
Love’ and ‘Ae Fond Kiss’. Poems from the post-1900 Anthology that were often used successfully 
for this question included ‘Wild Oats’, ‘For My Lover, Returning to His Wife’ (a very popular choice), 
‘One Flesh’ and ‘Timer’. 
 
Examiners reported that a sizeable number appeared to be answering previous questions on 
barriers to love or lost love. This is another reminder of the importance of answering the actual 
question set. 
 
Summary 
 
More successful comparative responses: 
 

• spent time carefully choosing the best question to suit their texts 
• selected material carefully  
• sustained a focus on comparison 
• kept precise focus on the key words of the question 
• understood and explored the differences between poetic methods and prose methods 
• wrote succinctly 
• concentrated on shaping a coherent argument across the chosen texts. 

Less successful comparative responses: 
 

• wrote about the chosen texts separately  
• chose material unwisely then forced it to fit the question, making tenuous points and 

connections 
• fell back on narrative/descriptive approaches  
• failed to distinguish between poetic methods and prose methods 
• wrote overlong answers that lost precise focus on the question 
• wrote with a previously answered question in mind. 
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Mark Ranges and Award of Grades 
 
Grade boundaries and cumulative percentage grades are available on the Results Statistics 
page of the AQA Website. 
 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/exams-administration/about-results/results-statistics
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